Deep Learning has recently become hugely popular in machine learning for its ability to solve end-to-end learning systems, in which the features and the classifiers are learned simultaneously, providing significant improvements in classification accuracy in the presence of highly-structured and large databases.
INTRODUCTION
Deep Learning is a new branch of machine learning that makes use of neural networks, a concept which dates back to 1943 [49] , to find solutions for a variety of complex tasks. Neural networks were inspired by the way the human brain learns to show that distributed artificial neural networks could also learn nontrivial tasks, even though current architectures and learning procedures are far from brain-like behavior.
Algorithmic breakthroughs, the feasibility of collecting large amounts of data, and increasing computational power have contributed to the current popularity of neural networks, in particular with multiple (deep) hidden layers, that indeed have started to outperform previous state-of-the-art machine learning techniques [6, 29, 75] . Unlike conventional machine learning approaches, deep learning needs no feature engineering of inputs [45] since the model itself extracts relevant features on its own and defines which features are relevant for each problem [29, 45] .
Deep learning models perform extremely well with correlated data, which contributed to substantial improvements in computer vision [47] , image processing, video processing, face recognition [82] , speech recognition [34] , text-to-speech systems [64] and natural language processing [2, 15, 90] . Deep learning has also been used as a component in more complex systems that are able to play games [33, 42, 57, 60] or diagnose and classify diseases [16, 18, 26] .
However, there are severe privacy implications associated with deep learning, as the trained model incorporates essential information about the training set. It is relatively straightforward to extract sensitive information from a model [4, 27, 28] .
Consider the following cases depicted in Figure 1 , in which N users store local datasets of private information on their respective devices and would like to cooperate to build a common discriminative machine. We could build a classifier by uploading all datasets into a single location (e.g., the cloud), as depicted in Figure 1 centralized approach is very effective since the model has access to all the data, but it's not privacy-preserving since the operator has direct access to sensitive information. We could also adopt a collaborative learning algorithm, as illustrated in Figure 1 (b) , where each participant trains a local model on his device and shares with the other users only a fraction of the parameters of the model. By collecting and exchanging these parameters, the service operator can create a trained model that is almost as accurate as a model built with a centralized approach. The decentralized approach is considered more privacy-friendly since datasets are not exposed directly. Also, it is shown experimentally to converge even in the case when only a small percentage of model parameters is shared and/or when parameters are truncated and/or obfuscated via differential privacy [77] . But it needs several training passes through the data with users updating the parameters at each epoch.
The Deep Learning community has recently proposed Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [30, 70, 72] , which are still being intensively developed [3, 9, 32, 43, 56] . The goal of GANs is not to classify images into different categories, but to generate similar-looking samples to those in the training set (ideally with the same distribution). More importantly, GANs generate these samples without having access to the original samples. The GAN interacts only with the discriminative deep neural network to learn the distribution of the data.
In this paper, we devise a powerful attack against collaborative deep learning using GANs. The result of the attack is that any user acting as an insider can infer sensitive information from a victim's device. The attacker simply runs the collaborative learning algorithm and reconstructs sensitive information stored on the victim's device. The attacker is also able to influence the learning process and deceive the victim into releasing more detailed information. The attack works without compromising the service operator and even when model parameters are obfuscated via differential privacy. As depicted in Figure 1(a) , the centralized server is the only player that compromises the privacy of the data. While in Figure 1 (b), we show that any user can intentionally compromise any other user, making the distributed setting even more undesirable.
Our main contribution is to propose and implement a novel class of active inference attacks on deep neural networks in a collaborative setting. Our method is more effective than existing black-box or white-box information extraction mechanisms.
Namely, our contributions are:
(1) We devise a new attack on distributed deep learning based on GANs. GANs are typically used for implicit density estimation, and this, as far as we know, is the first application in which GANs are used maliciously. (2) Our attack is more generic and effective than current information extraction mechanisms. In particular, our approach can be employed against convolutional neural networks (CNN) which are notoriously difficult for model inversion attacks [78] . (3) We introduce the notion of deception in collaborative learning, where the adversary deceives a victim into releasing more accurate information on sensitive data. (4) The attack we devise is also effective when parameters are obfuscated via differential privacy. We emphasize that it is not an attack against differential privacy but only on its proposed use in collaborative deep learning. In practice, we show that differentially private training as applied in [77] and [1] (example/record-level differential privacy) is ineffective in a collaborative learning setting under our notion of privacy.
REMARKS
We devise a new attack that is more generic and effective than current information extraction mechanisms. It is based on Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs), which were proposed for implicit density estimation [30] . The GAN, as detailed in Section 5, generates samples that appear to come from the training set, by pitting a generative deep neural network against a discriminative deep neural network. The generative learning is successful whenever the discriminative model cannot determine whether samples come from the GAN or the training set. It is important to realize that both the discriminative and generative networks influence Session C3: Machine Learning Privacy CCS'17, October 30-November 3, 2017, Dallas, TX, USA each other, because the discriminative algorithm tries to separate GAN-generated samples from real samples while the GAN tries to generate more realistic looking samples (ideally coming from the same distribution of the original data). The GAN never sees the actual training set, it only relies on the information stored in the discriminative model. The process is similar to the facial composite imaging used by police to identify suspects, where a composite artist generates a sketch from an eyewitness discriminative description of the face of the suspect. While the composite artist (GAN) has never seen the actual face, the final image is based on the feedback from the eyewitness. We use GANs in a new way, since they are used to extract information from honest victims in a collaborative deep learning framework. The GAN creates instances of a class that is supposed to be private. Our GAN-based method works only during the training phase in collaborative deep learning. Our attack is effective even against Convolutional Neural Networks which are notoriously difficult to invert [78] , or when parameters are obfuscated via differential privacy with granularity set at the record level (as proposed in [77] and [1] ). It works in a white-box access model where the attacker sees and uses internal parameters of the model. This in contrast to black-box access where the attacker sees only the output of the model for each particular input. It is not a limitation of our procedure because the purpose of collaborative learning is to share parameters, even if in a small percentage.
Once the distributed learning process ends, a participant can always apply a model inversion or similar attack to the trained model. This is not surprising. What we show in this paper is that a malicious participant can see how the model evolves and influence other honest participants and force them into releasing relevant information about their private datasets. This ability to deceive honest users is unique to our attack. Furthermore, truncating or obfuscating shared parameters will not help since our attack is effective as long as the accuracy of the local models is high enough.
We emphasize however that our attack does not violate differential privacy (DP), which was defined to protect databases. The issue is that, in collaborative deep learning, DP is being applied to the parameters of the model and with granularity set at the record/example level. However, the noise added to learning parameters will ultimately have to be contained once the model becomes accurate. Our attack works whenever the model can accurately classify a class and will generate representatives of that class. The way DP is applied in [77] and [1] can at best protect against the recovery of specific elements associated with a label that was indeed used during the learning phase. The results of our attack may or may not be regarded as privacy violations. Consider the following examples:
(1) The victim's device contains standard medical records. The GAN will generate elements that look like generic medical records, i.e., items from the same distribution of those in the training set. The attacker may learn nothing of interest in this case, and there is no privacy violation. However, if the victim's device contains records of patients with cancer then the attacker may see inexistent patients, but all with cancer. Depending on the context, this may be considered a privacy violation.
(2) The victim's device contains pornographic images. The GAN will generate similar scenes. While they may appear simulated, the information leaked to the adversary is significant. In other cases, our attack could be useful to law enforcement officials acting as adversaries. For instance, when the victim's device contains pedo-pornographic images or training material for terrorists. (3) The victim's device contains speech recordings. The GAN will generate babbling, with lots of fictitious word-like sounds (comparable to WaveNet [64] when the network is trained without the text sequence), thus there is no privacy violation. However, it may be possible to infer the language used (e.g., English or Chinese) or whether the speaker is male or female, and this leaked information may constitute a privacy violation. (4) The victim's device contains images of Alice. The GAN will generate faces that resemble Alice much like a composite artist generates a sketch of an eyewitness's memory of Alice. In our attack framework, the adversary will also collect all these drawings of Alice and falsely claim they are Eve's. This will force the local model within the victim's device to release more relevant and distinctive details about Alice's face, exacerbating the leakage. However, while many see this as a privacy violation, others may disagree since the adversary may not recover the exact face of Alice but only a reconstruction (see Figure 2 ) . On the other hand, if Alice wears glasses or has brown hair, then this information will be leaked and may constitute a privacy violation depending on the context. A further example is given in Figure 3 , where DCGAN was run on the CIFAR-10 dataset [41] while targeting a class consisting of approximately 6,000 images containing various horses. Note that the class could be labeled 'jj3h221f' and make no obvious reference to horses. The images produced by the GAN will tell the adversary that class 'jj3h221f' does not contain cars or airplanes but animals (likely horses).
Differential privacy in collaborative learning is meant to protect the recovery of specific elements used during training. Namely, an adversary cannot tell whether a certain X was included in the training set (up to a certain threshold value). We circumvent this protection by generating an X ′ which is indistinguishable from X . In Figure 2 , we show a real example of a face X along with X ′ , the image generated by the GAN. Both images look similar even though X ′ is not X . While this does not violate DP, it clearly leads to severe privacy violations in many cases. Our point is that example/recordlevel DP is inadequate in this context, much like secure encryption against a chosen-plaintext attack (CPA) is inadequate in an active adversarial environment. There is nothing wrong with DP per se (as there is nothing wrong with CPA-secure encryption); clearly DP provides information-theoretic protection but it's important to set its level of granularity right. At record level, it is just not enough to protect sensitive information in collaborative learning against active adversaries. One can consider DP at different granularities (e.g., at user or device level) but this is not what is proposed in [77] . Researchers can keep arguing about the proper use of DP or what DP is supposed to protect [40, 53, 54, 58] , but ultimately, in the context of this work, one should ask: Would I use a system that let Figure 2 : Picture of Alice on the victim's phone, X , and its GAN reconstruction, X ′ . Note that X ′ X , and X ′ was not in the training set. But X ′ is essentially indistinguishable from X . The point is that collaborative learning for privacy is less desirable than the centralized learning approach it was supposed to improve upon: In centralized learning only the service provider can violate users' privacy, but in collaborative learning, any user may violate the privacy of other users in the system, without involving the service provider (see Figure 1 ).
IMPACT
Google adopts a centralized approach and collects usage information from Android devices into a centralized database and runs machine learning algorithms on it. Google has recently introduced Federated Learning [50, 51] to enable mobile devices to collaboratively learn a shared prediction model while keeping all the training data local. Devices download the current model from a Google server and improve it by learning from local data.
Federated learning appears to be the same as collaborative learning, and our attack should be equally effective. In the end, each device will download the trained model from the Google server, and the GAN will be able to operate successfully as long as the local model is learning.
In federated learning, it is possible to protect individual model updates. Rather than using differential privacy as in [77] , Google proposes to use a secure aggregation protocol. The updates from individual users' devices are securely aggregated by leveraging secure multiparty computation (MPC) to compute weighted averages of model parameters [8] so that the Google server can decrypt the result only if several users have participated. We believe that this mechanism, as described in their paper, is ineffective against our attack architecture since we simply rely on the fact that local models have successfully learned. Their security model considers only the case in which Google is the adversary that scrutinizes individual updates. Therefore, they don't consider the point we raise in this paper that casual users can attack other users. This makes federated learning potentially even more dangerous than the centralized one it is supposed to replace, at least in its current form. Indeed, our assessment is based on the description given in an announcement and two research papers. We have had no access to the actual implementation of the system yet, and products tend to improve significantly over time.
Apple is said to apply differential privacy within a crowdsourced learning framework in future versions of iOS [35] . While we do not know the details, we hope our paper serves as a warning on the risks of applying differential privacy improperly in collaborative deep learning. Our adversary does not have to work for the service provider, but he is a regular user targeting another user, e.g., a celebrity or a politician.
RELATED WORK
Deep Learning has proven to be successful in various areas of computer science. The capability to learn, process and produce relevant information from large quantities of data, makes deep learning a good option for the cyber security domain as well. However, new and unique attacks have emerged that pose a serious threat to the privacy of the information being processed.
Attacks on Machine Learning Models
To the best of our knowledge, the first work that deals with extracting unexpected information from trained models is the one from Ateniese et al. [4] (released in 2011 and on arXiv in 2013 [4, 12] ). There, the authors devised a meta-classifier that is trained to hack into other machine learning classifiers to infer sensitive information or patterns from the training set. For instance, they were able to extract ethnicity or gender information from trained voice recognition systems.
The work was later extended by Fredrikson et al. [27, 28] where they proposed model inversion attacks on machine learning algorithms by exploiting confidence information revealed by the model. For instance, when applied to facial recognition systems, they show that it is possible to reconstruct images about a particular label known to the adversary.
Recently, the work of Tramèr et al. [83] shows that stealing machine learning models is possible when taking into consideration only the predictions provided by the model. Membership inference attacks were developed by Shokri et al. [78] . Here, the adversary is given black-box access to the model and can infer whether a certain record was originally in the training set. [52] use deep learning to infer and reveal the identity of subjects behind blurred images. In their work, Papernot et al. [66] show that an adversarially crafted input can be fed to deep learning models and make them prone to error, i.e., make the model misclassify the input therefore producing incorrect outputs. For example, a STOP sign on the road can be subtly modified to look the same to human eyes, but that is classified as another sign by a trained model. The work was extended in [36, 44, 65, 87 ].
Privacy Preserving Machine Learning
Defense mechanisms against powerful adversaries were devised by Shokri and Shmatikov [77] . The authors introduce the concept of distributed deep learning as a way to protect the privacy of training data [85] . In this model, multiple entities collaboratively train a model by sharing gradients of their individual models with each other through a parameter server. Distributed learning is also considered in [17, 51, 59, 80, 89, 91] . Mohassel et al. [61] provide a solution for training neural networks while preserving the privacy of the participants. However, it deploys secure multiparty computation in the two-server model where clients outsource the computation to two untrusted but non-colluding servers. However, Shokri and Shmatikov [77] are the first to consider privacy-preserving measures with the purpose of finding practical alternatives to costly multi-party computation (MPC) techniques.
Google developed techniques to train models on smartphones directly without transferring sensitive data to the company's data centers [8, 51] . Microsoft developed CryptoNets [20] to perform deep learning on encrypted data and provide encrypted outputs to the users [86] . Ohrimenko et al. [63] developed data-oblivious machine learning algorithms trained on trusted processors. Differential privacy plays an important role in deep learning as shown in [1, 39, 77, 79 ].
Differential Privacy
Differential Privacy (DP) was introduced by Dwork [21] . Its aim is to provide provable privacy guarantees for database records without significant query accuracy loss. Differential privacy for big data was considered by Dwork et al. [23] . Several works have adopted DP as an efficient defense mechanism [5, 7, 11, 13, 19, 24, 25, 38, 55, 62, 67, 74, 88] .
Collaborative deep learning proposed by Shokri and Shmatikov [77] uses DP to obfuscate shared parameters while Abadi et al. [1] propose to apply DP to the parameters during training. DP was used in deep auto-encoders in [69] .
Covert channels, however, can be used to defeat DP-protected databases as shown in the work of Haeberlen et al. [37] . In general, privacy cannot be guaranteed if auxiliary information (outside the DP model) is accessible to the adversary [22] . At NDSS'16, it was shown by Liu et al. [48] that DP at a certain granularity is not effective in real-life scenarios where data such as social data, mobile data, or medical records have strong correlations with each other. Note that it's a matter of setting DP granularity right and DP is not being violated at all.
Privacy-Preserving Collaborative Deep Learning
A centralized approach to deep learning forces multiple participants to pool their datasets into a large central training set on which it is possible to train a model. This poses serious privacy threats, as pointed out by Shokri and Shmatikov [77] , and distrustful participants may not be willing to collaborate.
Considering the security and privacy issues described above, Shokri and Shmatikov [77] introduce a new collaborative learning approach, which allows participants to train their models, without explicitly sharing their training data. They exploit the fact that optimization algorithms, such as Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD), can be parallelized and executed asynchronously. Their approach includes a selective parameter sharing process combined with local parameter updates during SGD. The participants share only a fraction of their local model gradients through a Parameter Server (PS). Each participant takes turns and uploads and downloads a percentage of the most recent gradients to avoid getting stuck into local minima. This process only works if the participants agree in advance on a network architecture [77] .
It is possible to blur the parameters shared with PS in various ways. Other than just uploading a small percentage of all the gradients, a participant can also select certain parameters that are above a threshold, within a certain range, or noisy in agreement with differential privacy procedures.
BACKGROUND
Supervised machine learning algorithms take labeled data and produce a classifier (or regressor) that it is able to accurately predict the label of new instances that has not seen before. Machine learning algorithms follow the inductive learning principle [84] , in which they go from a set examples to a general rule that works for any data coming from the same distribution as the training set. Given independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) samples from p(x, y),
, where x i ∈ R d and y i ∈ {1, 2, . . .}, they solve the following optimization problem to find an accurate classifier:
whereŷ = f (x; θ ) represents the learning machine, i.e., for any input x it provides an estimate for the class label y. L(w, y) is a loss function that measures the error for misclassifying y by w.
And Ω(θ ) is a regularizer (independent of the training data) that avoids overfitting. Supervised learning algorithms like Support Vector Machines (SVMs) [76] , Random Forests [10] , Gaussian Processes (GPs) [71] and, of course, deep neural networks [29] can be depicted by this general framework. Deep neural networks are becoming the weapon of choice when solving machine-learning problems for large databases with highdimensional strongly correlated inputs because they are able to provide significant accuracy gains. Their improvements are based on additionally learning the features that go into the classifier. Before deep learning, in problems that dealt with high-dimensional strongly correlated inputs (e.g., images or voice), humanly engineered features, which were built to reduce dimensionality and Session C3: Machine Learning Privacy CCS'17, October 30-November 3, 2017, Dallas, TX, USA correlation, were fed to a classifier of choice. The deep neural network revolution has shown that the features should not be humanly engineered but learned from the data, because the hand-coded features were missing out relevant information to produce optimal results for the available data. The deep neural network learns the useful features that make sense for each problem, instead of relying on best guesses. The deep neural network structures are designed to exploit the correlation in the input to learn the features that are ideal for optimal classification. The deep structure is needed to extract those features in several stages, moving from local features in the lower layers to global features at the higher layers, before providing an accurate prediction on the top layer. These results have become self-evident when datasets have grown in size and richness.
The learning machine f (x; θ ) summarizes the training database in the estimated parameters θ . From the learning machine and its estimated parameters, relevant features of the training database, if not complete training examples, can be recovered. So an adversary that wants to learn features from the original training data can do so if it has access to the learning machine. For example, SVMs store prototypical examples from each class in θ and GPs store all the training points, so there is no challenge there for an adversary to learn prototypical examples for each class in those classifiers. For deep neural networks, the relation between θ and the training points in D is more subtle, so researchers have tried to show that privacy is a possibility in these networks [77] . But the model inversion attack [27, 28] has proven that we can recover inputs (e.g., images) that look similar to those in the training set, leaking information to the adversary about how each class looks like. And as deep neural networks are trained with unprocessed inputs, these attacks recover prototypical examples of the original inputs.
It is important to emphasize that this is an intrinsic property of any machine-learning algorithm. If the algorithm has learned and it is providing accurate classification, then an adversary with access to the model can obtain information from the classes. If the adversary has access to the model, it can recover prototypical examples from each class. If sensitive or private information is needed for the classifier to perform optimally, the learning machine can potentially leak that information to the adversary. We cannot have it both ways, either the learning machine learns successfully, or data is kept private.
Limitations of the Model Inversion Attack
The model inversion attack works in a simple way [27, 28] : Once the network has been trained, we can follow the gradient used to adjust the weights of the network and obtain a reverse-engineered example for all represented classes in the network. For those classes that we did not have prior information, we would still be able to recover prototypical examples. This attack shows that any accurate deep learning machine, no matter how it has been trained, can leak information about the different classes that it can distinguish. Moreover, the model inversion attack may recover only prototypical examples that have little resemblance to the actual data that defined that class. This is due to the rich structure of deep learning machines, in which broad areas of the input space are classified with high accuracy but something else is left out [31, 81] . If this is the case, the adversary might think he has recovered sensitive information for that class when he is just getting meaningless information. For example, we refer the reader to Figure 5 from [81] , where six training images for a school bus, bird, a temple, soap dispenser, a mantis and a dog have been slightly tweaked to be classified as an ostrich (Struthio camelus), while they still look like the original image. In [31] , the authors show in Figure 5 a procedure similar to the model inversion attack. A randomly generated image, plus gradient information from the deep belief network, produces a random looking image that is classified as an airplane. The structure of deep neural networks is so large and flexible that it can be fooled into giving an accurate label even though the image to a human looks nothing like it.
Thus any model inversion attack can obtain private information from a trained deep neural network, but it can land in an unrepresented part of the input space that looks nothing like the true inputs defined for each class. Extensive research in the ML community has shown that GAN generated samples are quite similar to the training data, thus the results coming from our attack reveal more sensitive information about the training data compared to the average samples or aggregated information one would expect from a model inversion type of attack.
Generative Adversarial Networks
One way to address the problem highlighted in [31, 81] is generating more training images so to cover a larger portion of the space. This can be accomplished through Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [30] .
The GAN procedure pits a discriminative deep learning network against a generative deep learning network. In the original paper [30] , the discriminative network is trained to distinguish between images from an original database and those generated by the GAN. The generative network is first initialized with random noise, and at each iteration, it is trained to mimic the images in the training set of the discriminative network. The optimization problem solved by the GAN procedure can be summarized as
where x i are images from the original data and z j are randomly generated images (e.g., each pixel distributed between 0 and 255 uniformly). Let f (x; θ D ) be a discriminative deep neural network that, given an image, produces a class label and let θ D denote its parameters. Let д(z; θ G ) be a generative deep neural network, which given a random input produces an image.
The training procedure works as follows. First, we compute the gradient on θ D to maximize the performance of the discriminative deep neural network. Hence f (x; θ D ) is able to distinguish between samples from the original data, i.e., x i , and samples generated from the generative structure, i.e., x fake j = д(z j ; θ G ). Second, we compute the gradients on θ G , so the samples generated from x fake j = д(z j ; θ G ) look like a perfect replica of the original data 1 . 1 The generated data looks like the original data, but they are not copies of them. The procedure ends when the discriminative network is unable to distinguish between samples from the original database and the samples generated by the generative network. The authors of the paper [30] prove the following theorem: The theorem shows that the adversarial game ends when the GAN is generating images that appear to come from the original dataset.
In [32] , the author shows that in the infinite sample limit the generative network would draw samples from the original training distribution. But it also recognizes that the GAN procedure will not converge. In a recent paper [72] , the authors have significantly improved the training of the GAN including new features to improve convergence to the density model.
THREAT MODEL
Our threat model follows [77] , but relies on an active insider.
The adversary pretends to be an honest participant in the collaborative deep learning protocol but tries to extract information about a class of data he does not own. The adversary will also surreptitiously influence the learning process to deceive a victim into releasing further details about the targeted class. This adversarial influence is what makes our attack more effective than, for instance, just applying model inversion attacks [27] against the final trained model. Furthermore, our attack works for more general learning models (those for which a GAN can be implemented), including those on which model inversion attack is notoriously ineffective (e.g., convolutional neural networks).
Specifically, we consider the following scenario:
• The adversary works as an insider within the privacy-preserving collaborative deep learning protocol. • The objective of the adversary is to infer meaningful information about a label that he does not own. • The adversary does not compromise the central parameter server (PS) that collects and distributes parameters to the participants. That is, the parameter server, or the service provider in our example, is not under the control of the adversary. In our real-world example, the adversary is a fullfledged insider and does not have to work for the service provider. • The adversary is active since he directly manipulates values and builds a GAN locally. At the same time, he follows the protocol specification as viewed by his victims. In particular, the adversary takes turns, follows the parameter selection procedures, uploads and downloads the correct amount of gradients as agreed in advance, and obfuscates the uploaded parameters as required by the collaborative learning process. • As in [77] , it is assumed that all participants agree in advance on a common learning objective. This implies that the adversary has knowledge of the model structure and, in particular, of the data labels of other participants. • Unlike static adversaries as in model inversion [27] , our adversary is allowed to be adaptive and work in real time while the learning is in progress. The adversary will be able to influence other participants by sharing specially-crafted gradients and trick participants into leaking more information on their local data. This is possible because the distributed learning procedure needs to run for several rounds before it is successful.
PROPOSED ATTACK
The adversary A participates in the collaborative deep learning protocol. All participants agree in advance on a common learning objective [77] which means that they agree on the type of neural network architecture and on the labels on which the training would take place. Let V be another participant (the victim) that declares labels [a, b]. The adversary A declares labels [b, c]. Thus, while b is in common, A has no information about the class a. The goal of the adversary is to infer as much useful information as possible about elements in a.
Our insider employs a GAN to generate instances that look like the samples from class a of the victim. The insider injects these fake samples from a, as class c into the distributed learning procedure. In this way, the victim needs to work harder to distinguish between classes a and c and hence will reveal more information about class a than initially intended. Thus, the insider mimics samples from a and uses the victim to improve his knowledge about a class he ignored before training. GANs were initially devised for density estimation, so we could learn the distribution of the data from the output of a classifier without seeing the data directly. In this case, we use this property to deceive the victim into providing more information about a class that is unknown to the insider.
For simplicity, we consider first two players (the adversary and the victim) and then extend our attack strategy to account for multiple users. Each player can declare any number of labels, and there is no need for the classes to overlap.
(1) Assume two participants A and V . Establish and agree on the common learning structure and goal. (e) A uploads a selection of the parameters of his local model to PS. (6) Iterate between 4) and 5) until convergence. The steps highlighted in 5b) and 5c) above represent the extra work the adversary perform to learn as much as possible elements of the targeted label a. The procedure is depicted in Figure 4 . The generalization of the attack to multiple users is reported in Algorithm 1.
The GAN attack works as long as A's local model improves its accuracy over time. Another important point is that the GAN attack works even when differential privacy or other obfuscation techniques are employed. It is not an attack on differential privacy but on its proposed use in collaborative deep learning. Though there might be a degradation in the quality of results obtained, our experiments show that as long as the model is learning, the GAN can improve and learn, too. Of course, there may always exist a setup where the attack may be thwarted. This may be achieved by setting stronger privacy guarantees, releasing fewer parameters, or establishing tighter thresholds. However, as also shown by the results in [77] , such measures lead to models that are unable to learn or that perform worse than models trained on centralized data. In the end, the attack is effective even when differential privacy is deployed, because the success of the generative-discriminative synergistic learning relies only on the accuracy of the discriminative model and not on its actual gradient values.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The authors of [77] provided us with their source code that implements a complete distributed collaborative learning system. Our attacks were run using their implementation of differential privacy.
Datasets
We conducted our experiments on two well-known datasets, namely MNIST [46] and AT&T dataset of faces [73] (a.k.a. Olivetti dataset of faces).
MNIST Dataset of Images.
MNIST is the benchmark dataset of choice in several deep learning applications. It consists of handwritten grayscale images of digits ranging from 0 to 9. Each image is of 32 × 32 pixels and centered. The dataset consists of 60,000 training data records and 10,000 records serving as test data.
AT&T Dataset of Faces (Olivetti dataset)
. AT&T dataset, previously used also in the work of [27] , consists of grayscale images of faces of several persons taken in different positions. The version used in our experiments consists of 400 images of 64×64 pixels. 2 The dataset contains images of 40 different persons, namely 10 images per person.
For these experiments, we did not conduct any pre-processing of the data. The only processing performed on the data was scaling every image to the [−1, +1] range, similar to [70] . This was done to adopt the state-of-the-art generator model of [70] , which has a hyperbolic tangent tanh activation function in its last layer, thus outputting results in the [−1, +1] range as well.
Framework
We build our experiments on the Torch7 scientific computing framework. 3 Torch is one of the most widely used deep learning frameworks. It provides fast and efficient construction of deep learning models thanks to LuaJIT 4 , a scripting language which is based on Lua 5 .
System Architecture
We used a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) based architecture during our experiments on MNIST and AT&T. The layers of the networks are sequentially attached to one another based on the Replace respective local parameters on user x local model with newly downloaded ones 5: if (user _type == ADV ERSARY ) then 6:
Create a replica of local f reshlyupdated model as D (discriminator) 7: Run Generator G on D targeting class a (unknown to the adversary) 8: Update G based on the answer from D 9:
Get n-samples of class a generated by G 10:
Assign label c (fake label) to generated samples of class a 11:
Merge the generated data with the local dataset of the adversary 12: end if 13: Run SGD on local dataset and update the local model 14: Compute the gradient vector (newParameters − oldParameters)
15:
Upload θ u parameters to PS 16: end for 17: return Collaboratively Trained Model {At the end of training, the adversary will have prototypical examples of members of class a known only to the victim} nn.Sequential () container so that layers are in a feed-forward fully connected manner. 6 In the case of MNIST (Figure 15 ), the model consists of two convolution layers, nn.SpatialConvolutionMM (), where the tanh function is applied to the output of each layer before it is forwarded to the max pooling layers, nn.SpatialMaxPoolinд(). The first convolutional layer has a convolution kernel of size 5×5 and it takes one input plane and it produces 32 output planes. Whereas the second convolutional layer takes 32 input planes and produces 64 output planes and it has a convolution kernel of size 5×5. After the last max pooling layer, the data gets reshaped on a tensor of size 256, on which a linear transformation is applied which takes as input the tensor of size 256 and outputs a tensor of size 200. Then a tanh activation function is applied to the output, which is then followed by another linear transformation which takes as input the tensor of size 200 and outputs a tensor of size 11. We modify the output layer from 10 to 11, where the 11th output is where the adversary trains with the results generated by G. As in Goodfellow et. al [30] , the 11th class is the class where the 'fake' images are placed. Further details are provided on Section 9. The last layer of the models is a LogSoftMax layer, nn.LoдSo f tMax ().
Images in the AT&T dataset of faces are larger (64×64). Therefore, we built a convolutional neural network (Figure 17 ) consisting of three convolution layers and three max pooling layers, followed by the fully connected layers in the end. As in the MNIST architecture, tanh is used as an activation function. This model has an output layer of size 41, namely 40 for the real data of the persons and 1 as the class where the adversary puts the reconstructions for his class of interest. Since faces are harder to reconstruct than numbers, we implemented Algorithm 1 differently. For this case, the generator G queries the discriminator D more times per epoch (size of adversary's training data divided by batch size) to improve faster.
The Generator (G) architecture used in MNIST-related experiments, Figure 16 , consisted of 4 convolution layers corresponding to nn.SpatialFullConvolution() from the torch 'nn' library. Batch normalization, nn.SpatialBatchNormalization(), is applied to the output of all layers except the last one. The activation function is the rectified linear unit function, nn.ReLU (). The last layer of the model is a hyperbolic tangent function, tanh, to set the output of G to the [-1, +1] range. Since AT&T images are larger (64x64), G has an additional (5th) convolution layer. The number of convolution layers needed were computed automatically using the techniques from [68] . G takes as input a 100-dimensional uniform distribution [14, 70] , and converts it to a 32x32 image for MNIST or a 64x64 image for AT&T. As in [14] , we initialized the weights of the generator with 0 mean and 0.02 standard deviation. While [70] applies this initialization function to both D and G, we do it only to G since D is the model that is shared among all participants.
Both architectures described above are represented in Figure 16 and 18 as printed out by Torch7.
We refer the reader to Appendix A for further details on the architectures provided by Torch7.
Hyperparameter Setup
For the MNIST-related experiments, we set the learning rate for both the collaboratively trained model and the discriminator model to 1e − 3, learning rate decay of 1e − 7, momentum 0 and batch size of 64.
For the AT&T-related experiments, we set the learning rate to 0.02 and a batch size of 32. Whereas, for the AT&T experiments concerning the multi-participant scenario, we used a batch size of 1. We kept the rest of the hyperparameters similar to the MNIST case. A learning rate of 0.02 worked better as it allowed more stochasticity in the process, thus allowing the model to converge faster.
The authors of DCGAN [70] use the Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 0.0002 and a momentum term β 1 of 0.5 as provided in the torch implementation of DCGAN [14] . We modified the process to use stochastic gradient descent (SGD) and, for this configuration, a learning rate of 0.02 for the generator worked better.
EXPERIMENTS
We now evaluate how well our GAN procedure can recover records from other participants. We focus our experiments on MNIST and AT&T datasets that contain images. In principle, however, our adversarial strategy can be extended to other types of data, such as music, audio, medical records, etc. We first compare our GAN attack against model inversion in a traditional setting. As mentioned before, model inversion has several limitations and may not be effective against certain types of neural networks. While this may be clear from a theoretical perspective, we also provide experimental evidence for this claim in the first experiment.
In the second set of experiments, we show how the GAN attack also works in the distributed setting in which the adversary is oblivious to the content of some, or all, labels, see Figure 7 .
In the third set of experiments, we show that adding noise to the parameters of the deep neural network before they are uploaded to the parameter server does not protect against our GAN attack. In general, deploying record-level differential privacy to obfuscate the model parameters is ineffective against our attack. The efficacy of the GAN is only limited by the accuracy of the discriminator.
MI Attack vs. GAN Attack
In this first example, we compare the model inversion (MI) and the GAN attacks, and we provide them with all the data. The adversary has access to the fully trained models.
For the MI attack, we train a convolutional neural network on all 60,000 training examples of the MNIST dataset. We apply the model inversion attack in [27] , once the deep neural network is trained. However, instead of approximating the derivatives as in [27] , we collected the exact gradients computed by the model on the input given and the label (class) of interest. The results are shown in Figure 5 . MI works well for MLP networks but clearly fails with CNNs. This is consistent with the work [78] where the authors attained similar results. It appears that MI is not effective when dealing with more complicated learning structures. While relevant information is in the network, the gradients might take us to an area of the input space that is not representative of the data that we are trying to recover.
For the GAN approach, we adopt the DCGAN architecture in [70] , and its torch implementation from [14] . The model consists of the discriminator (D) in combination with the DCGAN generator (G). We made the generator model compatible with MNIST-type of images and used methods proposed in [68] so that our code could automatically calculate the number of convolution layers needed. We refer the reader to Section 8.3 for further details on the architectures. We ran the experiments 10-times (once per each class present in the MNIST dataset), and we let the models train until the accuracy reached by D was above 97%. We show the results in Figure 5 .
Note a significant difference: In the GAN attack, the generative model is trained together with the discriminative model, while in MI, the discriminative model is only accessed at the end of the training phase. However, this type of real-time access to the model is what makes our attack applicable to collaborative deep learning. Actual Image MIA DCGAN 
GAN Attack on Collaborative Learning without Differential Privacy
Now we set the GAN attack in a collaborative environment like the one proposed in [77] . We use the model described in Section 7 and depicted in Figure 4 .
Experiments on MNIST.
Instead of using two labels per user, we use five labels for the first user and six labels for the second user. The first user has access to images of 0 to 4 (with label 1 to 5) and the second user, the adversary, has access to images of 5 to 9 (label 6 to 10). The adversary uses its sixth class to extract information on one of the labels of the first user.
The results are shown in Figure 6 . For every retrieved image (bottom row), we placed above it an actual training image from the first user (we show the image that is closest in L1-norm). We have repeated the experiment with three different parameter settings. In (a), the users upload and download the entire model. In (b), the users 
Experiments on AT&T.
We performed similar experiments on the AT&T dataset which consists of faces from 40 different people. Initially, we tested the two-participant scenario, where one is the victim, and the other is the adversary. We assigned the first 20 classes to the first user and the remaining 20 classes to the adversary. An extra class is given to the adversary to influence the training process. We ran several configurations with different upload rates, see Figure 8 . The results show the adversary can get considerably good reconstructions of the targeted face. Some images are noisier than others, but this can hardly be improved given that the accuracy of the model tends to stay low for this particular dataset.
We have also implemented a multi-participant scenario, see Figure 7 , with 41 participants, 40 of which are honest and 1 is adversarial. Each honest participant possesses images pertaining to one class as training data, while the adversary has no training data of his own. Namely, the adversary only trains on the images produced by the generator (G). The results (with θ u = 1, θ d = 1) are very good even when differential privacy is enabled (Figure 7 ).
GAN Attack, No Influence vs. Influence on Collaborative Learning
One may wonder about the effect of the fake label to the collaborative learning. Recall that images generated by the generative model are placed into an artificial class to trick the victim into releasing finer details on the targeted class. We measured the effect of the adversarial influence, and we experimentally confirmed that its effect is remarkable: The learning gets faster, but also the information retrieved by the adversary is significantly better. We ran the experiments until the accuracy of the model on the testing set was above 97%, collaboratively training a CNN model. The datasets of both the adversary and the victim are separated from each other, and there are no labels in common.
In Figures 9 and 10 , we show the result of the passive GAN attack with the standard GAN attack proposed in Section 7, when we are trying to recover, respectively, 0's and 3's from the first user. In the top row, we show the images from the passive attack with no influence and in the bottom row the images from the standard procedure with the influence of the artificial class. The effect of the Figure 12 : GAN Attack Results on the MNIST Dataset (left: original image, right: generated one) with DP Setup: ϵ c = 0.01, τ = 0.0001, γ = 0.001, θ u = 1, θ d = 1. The value of ϵ is so small that the accuracy of the model does not increase. Since there is no learning, the GAN fails to produce clear results.
adversarial influence is evident, and images appear much clearer and crisper even after only 50 epochs per participant. During our (a) (b) Figure 13 : GAN Attack Results on the AT&T Dataset (left: original image, right: generated one) with DP Setup: ϵ c = 0.01, τ = 0.0001, γ = 0.001, θ u = 1, θ d = 1. The value of ϵ is so small that the accuracy of the model does not increase. Since there is no learning, the GAN fails to produce clear results.
experiments, we noticed that G starts producing good results as soon as the accuracy of the model reaches 80%. 
GAN Attack on Differentially Private Collaborative Learning
It has been argued in [77] that differential privacy can be used to add noise to the parameters of the deep learning model "to ensure that parameter updates do not leak too much information about any individual point in the training dataset." (Quoted from [77] .) The authors consider only a passive adversary and rely on differential privacy to mitigate possible leakages that might come from parameter updates. They highlight two cases of potential leakage: (i) the way how gradient selection is performed and (ii) actual values of the shared gradients. To address both of these issues, the approach in [77] relies on sparse vector technique [23] . For each epoch (iteration) of the collaborative learning process, they define a total privacy budget ϵ for each participant. This budget is split into c parts, where c is the total number of gradients that can be shared per epoch. A portion of gradients is randomly select such that they are above a threshold (τ ). They dedicate 8 9 of ϵ c to the selection of the parameters and use the remaining 1 9 to release the value. They rely on the Laplacian mechanism to add noise during selection as well as sharing of the parameters, in agreement with the allocated privacy budget. To demonstrate that record-level differential privacy is ineffective against an active adversary, we ran the collaborative learning process between the two participants (A and V ) with differential privacy enabled. We kept the datasets of the participants distinct:
In MNIST experiments, V had only records of classes from 0 to 4 and A had records of classes from 5 to 9 plus the artificial class that A introduces. For the AT&T experiments, V has records for the first 20 classes in the dataset and A for the next 20 classes plus the artificial class as in Subsection 9.2. During our experiments we kept the download rate (θ d ) fixed at 100%, threshold (τ ) at 0.0001 and the range (γ ) at 0.001, similar to [77] . On Figures 11 and 14 , we provide results for a privacy budget per parameter ( ϵ c ) of 100 and 10 and varying upload rate (θ u ). Even though it takes longer for the models to converge under the differential privacy constraints, our results demonstrate our claim, i.e., as long as the training process is successful and the model is converging, G can generate good results.
On the ϵ value. We observe that the ϵ in [77] is very large and the effect of differential privacy may be questionable. However, with small ϵ, the local models are unable to learn and collaborative learning fails completely. This is consistent with what is reported in [77] . Indeed, we ran our experiments with tighter privacy constraints. The generator failed to produce good results but because the local model were unable to learn at all. In Figure 12 and 13 we show an example where we set a tighter privacy bound, which translates into stronger differential privacy guarantees, and the GAN is ineffective. At the same time, this is expected since the local model and the one in the parameter server are unable to learn and collaborative learning is not happening. It is possible to use the techniques in [1] to bring ϵ down to a single-digit value. However, we stress again that our attack is independent of whatever record-level DP implementation is used. The GAN will generate good samples as long as the discriminator is learning (see Figure 2 ).
CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we propose and implement a novel class of active inference attacks on deep neural networks in a collaborative setting. Our approach relies on Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) and is more effective and general than existing information extraction mechanisms. We believe our work will have a significant impact in the real world as major companies are considering distributed, federated, or decentralized deep learning approaches to protect the privacy of users.
The main point of our research is that collaborative learning is less desirable than the centralized learning approach it is supposed to replace. In collaborative learning, any user may violate the privacy of other users in the system without involving the service provider.
Finally, we were not able to devise effective countermeasures against our attack. Solutions may rely on secure multiparty computation or (fully) homomorphic encryption. However: (1) privacypreserving collaborative learning was introduced as a way to avoid these costly cryptographic primitives [77] , and (2) the solutions we explored based on them would still be susceptible to some forms of our attack. Another approach is to consider differential privacy at different granularities. User or device-level DP would protect against the attacks devised in this paper. However, it's not clear yet how to build a real system for collaborative learning with device, class, or user-level DP (e.g., users behave and share data in unpredictable ways). Therefore, we leave this subject for future work. 
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